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1 Introduction
The simulation and analysis of large biomolecules is a task 
best handled by force fields, a state of affairs that will most 
likely remain so for the foreseeable future due to large 
computational cost of first-principle methods. The calcu-
lation of electrostatic energy deserves special attention 
given its pivotal role in the modelling of protein structure 
and dynamics. The electrostatic energy often defies sim-
ple computational solutions such as the still-ubiquitous 
static atom-centred point charges because atomic electron 
densities are anisotropic and polarise significantly due 
to changes in molecular geometry. In the past, we have 
reported on a different and new approach that predicts high-
rank multipolar and fully polarised electrostatic interac-
tion energies in water clusters [1], ethanol [2], alanine [3], 
serine [4], N-methylacetamide and histidine [5], aromatic 
amino acids [6], hydrogen-bonded dimers [7], and atomic 
kinetic energies of methanol, N-methylacetamide, gly-
cine, and triglycine [8]. These studies feature a developing 
force field, QCTFF, which predicts electrostatic multipole 
moments using machine learning, fully taking into account 
polarisation.
The use of multipolar electrostatics is becoming increas-
ingly common, and several groups [9–14] focus on accu-
rately describing molecular and atomic electronic proper-
ties without relying on the fitting and parameterisation of 
point charges. Multipole moments also continue to appear 
in molecular dynamics simulations [15–18] and geom-
etry optimisations [18–20]. Many current force fields 
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compromise for static atom-centred point charges to accu-
mulate computational speed and ease of understanding to 
end users. However, these point charges typically strug-
gle to reproduce hydrogen bonding and accurate ener-
gies in the presence of lone pairs and π systems due to a 
lack of anisotropy [21]. Additionally, it is recognised that 
a description of polarisation is a required component [22, 
23] of any force field wishing to calculate intermolecular 
interactions energies [24], and atom-centred point charges 
cannot capture this anisotropic effect. For modelling bio-
logical systems where polarisation effects are deemed vital, 
polarisation parameters and potentials are often added 
to existing force fields with additional terms [25, 26]. We 
instead suggest atom-centred multipole moments (hereon 
referred to as moments) attained through the well-docu-
mented topological electron density partitioning scheme 
[27, 28]. The idea to use the language of dynamical sys-
tems and topology [29] to extract insight from any quantum 
mechanical function is referred to as Quantum Chemical 
Topology (QCT) [30–32]. Moments taken from the elec-
tron density using QCT, intrinsically retain information 
about the polarisation and charge transfer effects that the 
atom experiences. Such an increase in sophistication invites 
an increase in complexity with regard to finding correct 
potentials and fitting procedures to model the polarisation-
sensitive moments, as is done in the force fields XED [33] 
and AMOEBA [34, 35]. In our approach, we instead sug-
gest the use of machine learning to capture how moments 
respond to geometric perturbations, thereby capturing both 
polarisation and charge transfer effects in a unified and 
streamlined manner [36]. Ultimately these effects express 
themselves in changes in interatomic electrostatics ener-
gies, which are at the heart of structure and dynamics.
In using machine learning models to describe an atom’s 
properties, we introduce a departure from how atom types 
are approached in typical force fields, particularly with 
respect to their parameterisation. The popular AMBER [37] 
force field has led to a traditional atom-type set, GAFF, of 
33 basic and 22 special atom types [38], while a method 
for automated atom typing has been created for use with 
AMBER [39]. The GAFF parameter set can be used with 
other force fields such as CHARMM [40] due to an over-
lap in methodology, but many groups will prefer to create 
a specialised parameter set to perform a specific function 
such as peptoid simulation [41], proteins [42], nucleic acids 
[43], or even molecule-specific moieties [44]. Reparam-
eterisation is a necessary consequence for force fields that 
neglect polarisation and other directional effects such as 
hydrogen bonding. Excluding these effects, the modelling 
of a given atom cannot be consistently accurate in different 
chemical environments. Even for small molecules such as 
amino acids, the applicability of parameters must be broken 
down and new atom types are to be introduced in order to 
maintain accuracy. Since parameterisation (and thus atom 
typing) is often achieved by large-scale fitting of data to 
parameters, it has been suggested by Maple et al. [45] that 
high transferability is gained with a high data-to-parameter 
ratio. Having as few parameters as possible is desirable, so 
as to keep this ratio high given the large amount of molec-
ular information required for accurate parameterisation. 
Given a large enough pool of data, automated atom typing 
procedures [39] are recommended. Another issue is that 
while many of these parameters claim to be derived from 
ab initio data, the charges are usually the result of fitting 
to a grid, as is done for RESP [46], which allows charges 
to be violate electronegativity consequences as long as they 
still reproduce the molecular electrostatic potential.
Through QCT [29], we have access to transferable 
chemical properties that include polarisation and charge 
transfer effects, and through moments we can express the 
electronic properties anisotropically. Original atomic trans-
ferability and concomitant atom types were established [31, 
47, 48] using cluster analysis operating on atomic proper-
ties, such as volume, kinetic energy, charge, and magni-
tude of the atomic dipole moment. This work reported, for 
the first time, the computation of an atom type. A typical 
conclusion of this work was that AMBER tends to under-
differentiate its carbon atom types but over-differentiate its 
nitrogen atom types, compared to the QCT atom types. This 
analysis uses intrinsic atomic properties, i.e. the proper-
ties do not explicitly express how atoms interact with each 
other. The next type of transferability analysis [49] used the 
atomic electrostatic potential as a measure of transferabil-
ity; this analysis is extrinsic in that it invoked a probe that 
interacts with the atom under study, in this case a proton. 
The next type of study then embraced the full electrostatic 
interaction as a transferability gauge, replacing the proton 
by other topological atoms. This work led to insights into 
the water trimer and hydrated serine [50] as well as to what 
extent an atom of interest is influenced by distant atoms in 
increasingly large chemical environments such as the pro-
tein crambin [51].
Proteins are complex materials in that they are con-
structed from a set of up to 20 building blocks, which are 
the natural amino acids. Atom typing helps in reducing 
this complexity to manageable proportions. In fact, oligo-
peptides already show complex behaviour, compared to 
the single amino acids they consist of, because of through-
space interactions and polarisation effects from neighbour-
ing peptides. A study by Mosquera et al. [52] shows that 
the electrostatics of a residue in a peptide are affected by 
the neighbouring residues, and this can therefore be sig-
nificant if hydrogen bonds are formed or broken. Indeed, 
as polypeptides tend to fold around themselves, the result-
ing through-space interactions are amplified in number and 
strength thus posing a challenge to force fields. Using QCT, 
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Boyd et al. [53] studied α-helices and showed that three 
distinct types of stabilising hydrogen bonds are present.
The development QCTFF needs to embrace this com-
plexity and moves beyond the stage of single molecules 
and small van der Waals complexes. The ultimate goal of 
QCTFF is to make predictions for atoms in the condensed 
matter state. This means the machine learning at the heart 
of QCTFF needs to train using larger chemical environ-
ments. There is a need to address this challenge in a knowl-
edgeable way by detecting and exploiting transferability. 
In past publications featuring QCTFF, a single machine 
learning model could only be applied to a single atom that 
is described in the training data. So far we have worked 
with small systems that were “closed”, i.e. each atom was 
aware of the others, and the training was highly specific. In 
other words, the machine learning model was designed to 
reproduce exactly what it was trained for, using all infor-
mation available. Without a method for transferable kriging 
models, it has not been previously possible to generalise a 
model to be placed into new systems of interest.
The current work now presents transferable models that 
can be applied to an atom type, regardless of whether the 
predicted atom has contributed data to the model’s training. 
For this purpose, we report here on the largest system ever 
studied using QCTFF: the 310 helix conformation of deca-
alanine Ala10, consisting of 103 atoms. This system serves 
as a development ground to answer a number of key ques-
tions. Can CPU time be drastically reduced by eliminat-
ing non-essential atomic descriptors, within an acceptable 
threshold of energy error? Can we design a model that can 
successfully predict properties of many more atoms than it 
has been trained for? Can a deca-alanine helix be described 
through atom types by QCTFF resulting in an accurate 
electrostatic energy prediction? This is the first publication 
to demonstrate the transferability of QCTFF’s multipole 
moments modelled by kriging.
2  Methods
A single, helical deca-alanine oligopeptide, Ala10, (in par-
ticular, a 310-helix) was extracted from the Brookhaven 
Protein Data Bank (PDB) (IL36.pdb). Its N terminus pep-
tide bond was broken and the (C=O)CαR replaced by a 
hydrogen. Its C terminus peptide bond was also broken 
and (N–H)CαR replaced by a hydroxyl group. These modi-
fications create a neutral non-zwitterionic system, with 
a COOH and NH2 group at either end. The programme 
Chem3D was used to add hydrogen atoms to the helix. This 
Ala10 structure was then geometry optimised at the B3LYP/
apc-1 [54] level of theory using the programme GAUSS-
IAN09 [55] and subsequently distorted by an in-house 
programme named TYCHE. TYCHE alters a molecule’s 
geometry through its normal modes of vibration [56] by 
assigning each (and every) mode a random amount of 
energy. Bond lengths (lAB) were prohibited from stretch-
ing beyond the sum of the covalent radii (rA + rB) of the 
two bonded atoms A and B, determined by a factor kBOND. 
This same factor, which is set to 1.15 in this work, also 
determined the maximally allowed compression (i.e. 15 % 
deviation from the reference bond length rA + rB). More 
precisely, we have that (rA + rB)/kBOND < lAB < kBOND × 
(rA + rB). Valence angles α are also restricted in their 
motion by a similar window but now determined by the 
factor kANGLE, which was also set to 1.15. As a result, 
we have that α0/kANGLE < α < kANGLE × α0, where α0 is a 
valence angle of the seeding geometry. The final result is a 
set of 4000 geometrically unique snapshots of the helix, for 
which GAUSSIAN09 calculates their wavefunctions, again 
at B3LYP/apc-1 level.
Using default settings, the programme AIMAll [57] par-
titions space into subspaces that are the topological atoms 
and integrates over their volume the relevant integrands 
that correspond to the moments (including monopole and 
net charge). A topological atom calculated in this way car-
ries an integration error that is output through AIMALL. 
Should the integration error [often referred to as L(Ω) or 
L(Om)] be over the threshold (0.001 au), then this atom’s 
conformation is filtered and not forwarded to become train-
ing data, meaning approximately 3000 of the 4000 geom-
etries go on to become training data. The topological atoms 
[28, 58] do not overlap and do not leave any gaps between 
them. Moments reflect the shape of the electron density 
within each topological atom more accurately than a mono-
pole or net charge can. The moments are rotated [59] from 
the global frame to the atomic local frame (ALF) centred 
on each atom. The x-axis of this ALF points from the origin 
atom to its heaviest bonded neighbour. The xy plane sweeps 
out from the x-axis towards the second heaviest atom 
bonded to the origin atom. So the origin atom and first and 
second bonded atoms determine the xy plane. The y-axis is 
then constructed to be orthogonal to the x-axis and, finally, 
the z-axis orthogonal to both, forming a right-handed axis 
system. The molecular geometry is then converted from 
Cartesian coordinates in a global frame, to spherical polar 
coordinates of each atom in the ALF. Note that each atom 
in the system acts as an origin for its own ALF, allowing 
the description of the remaining atoms by a unique (but 
complete) set of spherical polar coordinates. More details 
can be found in Ref. [60] (including Fig. 1 in that article, 
showing an example of an ALF).
The atom at the origin sees the rest of the molecule in 
its own way, that is, from the unique ALF that travels with 
the atom. This ALF determines the internal coordinates that 
the atom in question will present to the machine learning 
method as input, or features in machine learning language. 
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Each training data point now consists of a set of features 
that describe the molecular geometry to be matched to 
that atom’s moments. Thus, a change in molecular geom-
etry can be associated with a change in moments. Figure 1 
illustrates this association (or input–output mapping) for 
the water monomer geometry (i.e. input) and the atomic net 
charges (i.e. output).
The machine learning method kriging [61] (sometimes 
called ‘Gaussian Process Regression’) is used to model the 
response of each atom’s moments to changes in molecu-
lar geometry. These changes occur due to polarisation and 
manifest themselves in the electron density. Note that the 
kriging models are trained to reproduce the end point of the 
polarisation process, not the polarisation itself. Therefore, 
there is no need for extra terms or corrections focusing on 
the polarisation energy.
The kriging method is briefly outlined here but has 
been discussed in greater detail in a previous publication 
of group [5] and is based on the treatment of Jones et al. 
[62, 63]. Kriging maps an output’s response to any given 
input. In this case, kriging maps the response of moments 
to molecular geometries. Equation 1 shows the prediction 
process
where µˆ is the global term, the background value for this 
output and n is the number of training geometries. The 
quantity ai is the ith element of the vector a = R
−1(y− 1µˆ) 
where R is a matrix of error correlations between training 
points, and 1 is a column vector of ones. The error from the 
global term is determined by the distance between the new 
input point (x∗) and a known input point (xi), each scaled 
by the magnitude [5] ϕ. The sum of these errors gives the 












in the new output, yˆ(x∗). Thus, for example, the monopole 
(charge) of an atom can be used as an output that changes in 
response to a system’s geometry. Over a thousand distorted 
geometries, the monopole moment (“charge” or “Q00”) has 
a mean ‘background’ value and kriging can map the devia-
tions from the mean as the geometry changes. The fact that 
kriging uses the distance between the new input and known 
inputs is chemically sensible as we can assume that if two 
geometries are very similar, the moments on the atoms in 
each geometry are similar as well. The symmetric correla-
tion matrix R consists of the following kernel,
where d is the number of features or the dimensional-
ity of the input space. This value is equal to the number 
of internal coordinates, which is 3N − 6. The correlation 
between two points in the training data is thus a function 
of the distance between the points along with the kriging 
hyperparameters θ and p. These two parameters may both 
be optimised in order for this correlation to best describe 
the effect that a move between these two inputs has on the 
selected output. Note that each dimension (feature) of the 
kriging problem has its own θh and ph value. It has been 
suggested that ph can be fixed at 2 for most cases, and 
this has held true for past publications, but we continue 
to optimise this hyperparameter. For that purpose we use 
particle swarm optimisation [64] against a fitness function 
described before [5]. This optimisation technique is also 
used for each θh.
As the distance between two points closes, their corre-
lation approaches 1 and thus the kriging prediction passes 
exactly through each training point. Should the new input 
(for an output to be predicted from) be exactly equal to an 









Fig. 1  Example of the mapping between atomic property (i.e. net 
atomic charge or output) and the molecular geometry (i.e. input). 
The constant electron density ρ = 0.001 au contour surface (red = O, 
blue = H) is shown for two water monomer geometries: (left) the 
global energy minimum and (right) a heavily distorted geometry. A 
change in one O–H bond distance leads to a change in ρ, to which all 
moments respond in turn. Here we also show the zeroth moment, or 
net charge, beside each atom
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the training set. This means that if we predict the moments 
for a geometry we have used for training, the kriging repro-
duces a perfect prediction. This exercise only serves as a 
“nil test” and is of course not practically useful in terms 
of real prediction. Conversely, the correlation between 
two points approaches zero as the distance between them 
increases, and so it is beneficial to have a high density of 
training examples in the training space, as this increases the 
chances of a new input being close to at least one known 
input and thus having a strong correlation with it. A new 
input that is found to be outside of the training space (and 
thus cannot be interpolated) tends towards the global term, 
and so the model can still attempt a reasonable output when 
no interpolation is possible.
Each moment on an atom in a new molecular geometry 
is predicted using kriging models and so each moment will 
carry an error. This error can be calculated by obtaining 
the “actual” (i.e. original) ab initio moments for the new 
geometry and comparing these moments with the pre-
dicted moments. Similarly, the predicted moments of two 
atoms can be used to calculate the interatomic electrostatic 
energy, and this energy will carry an error resulting from 
the error in predicting the moments. A total of 25 multipole 
moments exist on each atom that can be named using the 
spherical harmonic convention Qlm where l is the rank of 
the moment and m is the component of that rank. The rank 
can be considered analogous to atomic orbitals where the 
zeroth rank (monopole) corresponds to an s-orbital, the 
first rank (dipole) to a p-orbital, the second rank (quadru-
pole) to a d-orbital, and so on. Much like atomic orbitals, 
each rank has 2l + 1 components, which leads to a total 
of 25 (=1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9) multipole moments for the 
first four complete ranks of multipole moments (up to 
hexadecapole). The monopole moment (rank 0) has a sin-
gle component, denoted Q00. The dipole moment has 
three components denoted Q10, Q11c and Q11s. Thus, 
all Q1k components are dipole moments, Q2k quadrupole 
moments, Q3k octopoles moments and Q4x hexadecapole 
moments. These moments have calculable interaction ener-
gies that are summed when two atoms interact. The total 
electrostatic energy error of a system is then defined as in 
Eq. 3,
The ‘original’ electrostatic interaction energy (Eorigsystem) 
is obtained from the interaction energy from the ab initio 
moments on two atoms A and B. Likewise, a ‘predicted’ 
interaction energy (Epredsystem) can be gained from the inter-
action of moments obtained from kriging model predic-
tions. The total molecular electrostatic interaction ‘sys-
tem’ energy is given by the summation of pairwise atomic 
(3)













interaction energies. The difference between the ‘original’ 
and ‘prediction’ summations gives the total error in electro-
static energy due to the kriging prediction process, |Eerrorsystem| . 
Importantly, each geometry used in such a comparison is 
part of an external test set and is thus never seen by the 
kriging model training process. The process described in 
this section is almost entirely automated through a bespoke 
code ‘GAIA’ developed in-house for the fast creation and 
application of QCTFF. A flow chart of GAIA, reiterating 
the steps outlined in this section, can be found in Support-
ing Information (Figure S1).
In order to establish a basis for transferability, we intro-
duce five types of data sets, as explained in Fig. 2. The 
details of how these data sets are constructed are given in 
the figure itself. In order to achieve a proof of concept for 
transferability, the REGULAR, REDUCED, SHARED, 
MISMATCHED and TRANSFERRED data sets (and 
resulting kriging models) must be constructed in that 
order. Each data set is used to test and guide the creation 
of the next, and the results are divided according to this 
progression.
3  Results and discussion
3.1  REGULAR data sets
Initially, it is important to build REGULAR data sets (as 
used in previous publications) where every moment on 
every atom in the system has its own kriging model. Each 
kriging model has full knowledge of the entire molecular 
geometry, giving 303 features (3N − 6 where N is 103, the 
number of atoms in the system). The REGULAR data sets 
represent the current paradigm for QCTFF as well as the 
best model quality currently achievable. Predictions from 
other data sets in later sections can be compared to the 
REGULAR prediction errors in order to gauge the qual-
ity of newly produced kriging models. Thus, a REGULAR 
data set acts as a standard or reference point.
Figure 3 shows the deca-alanine helix Ala10 in its 310 
conformation with all non-hydrogen atoms numerically 
labelled. There are 3000 different geometries of this mol-
ecule available as training data, potentially, but some of 
these must be reserved for testing purposes. As few as 
1000 geometries can be used for training models without 
considerable loss of accuracy (see Figure S2 in the Sup-
porting Information) for “REGULAR” training sets. The 
moments predicted by these models were used to calcu-
late the molecular electrostatic interaction energies of 
200 helix test geometries, each geometry involving 4698 
unique pairwise atomic interactions. It is useful to keep the 
test set size at a medium: large enough to obtain an accu-
rate mean error while still small enough for easy analysis. 
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Figure 4 shows a so-called S-curve of prediction errors 
in the electrostatic interaction energy of the whole Ala10 
helix. More precisely, the S-curve displays the full spec-
trum of observed |Eerrorsystem| values (see Eq. 3) for 200 exter-
nal test geometries.
Each point on the S-curve returns on the x-axis the error 
made in predicting the total electrostatic energy of a single 
geometry in the external test set. The y-axis consists of a 
cumulative percentage. As an example of how to read such 
an S-curve: about 40 % of test geometries have an error 
Fig. 2  Five data sets used 
in this study: REGULAR, 
REDUCED, MISMATCHED, 
SHARED and TRANSFERRED
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of less than 4 kJ mol−1 (the oft-quoted 1 kcal mol−1). The 
bottom left and top right of the S-curve show the best and 
worst predictions, respectively. The more an S-curve shifts 
to the left, the better the kriging model predicts the energy. 
The Ala10 helix gives a mean error of 6.4 kJ mol
−1 across 
the 200 test examples. Although the system is approxi-
mately five times the size of a single capped alanine (22 
atoms), the mean error is only increased by 1.1 kJ mol−1, 
Fig. 3  Deca-alanine helix. 
Each alanine unit is chemically 
(but not geometrically) identi-
cal and has an α-carbon at its 
centre. Only hydrogen-bonded 
hydrogens are shown. At the top 
left is an alanine fragment (with 
peptide bonds and neighbouring 
Cα atoms) magnified as a set of 
topological atoms superimposed 
on the molecular graph. The 
atoms’ numerical labels are 
used throughout the main text
Fig. 4  S-curve showing the 
errors in the predictions of 
the total electrostatic energy, 
|Eerrorsystem|, for 200 test geometries 
of the 310-helix of deca-alanine
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making predictions on realistic biomolecules a feasible 
goal in the near future. The maximum error (the worst-pre-
dicted geometry) of 16.3 kJ mol−1 is also in line with previ-
ously reported doubly capped single amino acids.
The number of pairwise interactions increases sharply 
with the number of atoms in the system. However, cancel-
lations between interaction errors mean that the increased 
number of interactions does not deteriorate the quality of 
an S-curve. In other words, only a small increase in error is 
observed when moving from single amino acids to a chain 
of 10 amino acids. However, kriging models for individ-
ual atoms do not benefit from such cancellations. Hence, 
studying their accuracy in prediction is a more severe test. 
Moreover, this study is diagnostically useful and inevitable 
in the pursuit of insight into a molecular system at atomic 
resolution. Table 1 makes the latter possible.
We define an average prediction error, which assesses 
how a kriging model has performed in the prediction of a 
moment of an atom Ω. This error is obtained by averaging 
this moment Qlm,Ω over the values obtained over Ntest test 
set geometries,
It is fair to express this average relative the test set range 
of the moment, and conveniently so as a percentage. This 
error is termed the ‘mean percentage error’ (MPE),
Table 1 lists the errors for the monopole prediction 
Q00,Ω(more precisely the net atomic charge actually) on 
every atom Ω in the system. One should keep in mind that 
Table 1 reports data predicted (by machine learning) rather 
than the original ab initio data. For example, atom N1 has a 
mean prediction error of 0.001 au for its net charges rang-
ing from −1.25 au to −1.37 au throughout the training set, 
corresponding to a range of 0.126 au. In this example, the 
MPE for N1’s net charge is <1 % of the range. Table 1 is 
split into 10 sections, each section containing the atoms 
belonging to a single alanine residue within the oligopep-
tide chain. Each section (with the exception of the first and 
last terminal ones) contains a Cα atom (C3 through to C48), 
the side-chain methyl CβH3 and the nearest peptidic oxygen 
and hydrogen-substituted nitrogen, NH. No strong patterns 
exist as to which elements or residues are better predicted 
than others.
The results show that nitrogens, oxygens, carbons and 
hydrogen have mean MPEs of 1.5, 2.9, 2.3 and 3.3 %, 
respectively, and all atomic charges throughout all geom-











lm,Ω ,max − Q
orig
lm,Ω ,min)
Although the mean errors are pleasing, the maximum pre-
diction errors are also of concern and their improvement 
is the subject of ongoing efforts. In the Ala10 data set, the 
atom C12 has a significantly higher MPE than other atoms 
at 8.3 % but is not exceptional in terms of the observed 
range of feature values or moment value. The next-high-
est MPE for carbon atoms is three times smaller, at about 
2.7 %, of which there are quite a few examples. We feel 
that the uniquely bad performance of C12 precludes it from 
being used in non-REGULAR data set (see Fig. 2).
The horizontal dividers in Table 1 separate the Ala10 
helix into 10 single amino acid (alanine) sections. Chemical 
intuition would suggest that the atoms in each alanine unit 
in the chain contains approximately equivalent atoms, i.e. 
that a peptide carbon in one alanine residue is similar to a 
peptide carbon in another unit, particularly a neighbouring 
one. Atoms with similar local chemical environments can 
constitute an atom type if they also share similar chemical 
properties, in this case (electrostatic multipole) moments.
3.2  REDUCED data sets
The route to transferability involves having kriging mod-
els that can predict for multiple atoms of a similar type by 
allowing multiple atoms to share a single kriging model. 
Before this sharing can occur, it must be decided which 
atoms share a model (an ‘atom type’). Meanwhile, the 
features describing these atoms must be reduced to only 
include a local environment that is common for each of the 
included atoms.
Data for the (net) atomic charges of all carbon atoms 
throughout the helix (for every geometry) were col-
lected. Given that each alanine unit has three unique car-
bon atoms—peptide carbon, alpha carbon, side-chain car-
bon—we suggest that each of these atoms is equivalent to 
its counterpart in another alanine unit, thus yielding three 
carbon atom types. Should these atom types be valid, pat-
terns in their atomic charges can be observed, as is the case 
in Table 2. In order to establish and test a method for trans-
ferability, we have chosen to neglect considering hydrogen 
atoms on the helix. The hydrogen atoms undoubtedly have 
‘types’ but their flexibility and the making or breaking of 
hydrogen bonds means they are better considered after a 
proof of concept has been found for other atoms.
It is apparent that atoms of the same type share similar 
absolute values for their atomic charges and thus have simi-
lar ranges across the entire set of data. Minimum values for 
all side-chain carbons lie between 0.18 and 0.19 au, which 
is a very tight interval. Similarly, the maximum charges of 
these side-chain carbons lie within (0.27, 0.28 au), meaning 
they all share similar ranges and mean values, also. This is 
a clear-cut example of an atom type occurring in the helix 
that can potentially be captured by a single kriging model, 
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regardless of the residue it belongs to. Peptide and alpha 
carbons share similar patterns within their own sets, a result 
that is true for all non-hydrogen atoms in the helix.
However, not all similarities are as high as seen with the 
side-chain carbons. The lowest value that an alpha carbon’s 
charge adopts lies within the 0.53–0.60 au range, with max-
imum values lying within 0.62–0.69 au. Although there is 
now more variation in the observed values, there is consid-
erable overlap between the values for each atom. For exam-
ple, the values of the charge of the alpha carbon atom C18 
Table 1  Prediction of all 
atomic charges in the deca-
alanine helix and their mean 
percentage errors (MPE)
N Atom MPE O Atom MPE C Atom MPE H Atom MPE
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range from 0.53 to 0.62 au, while alpha carbon C13’s range 
spans the interval (0.56, 0.64 au). We could combine the 
two data sets to create a range of 0.53–0.64 au, capturing 
both atoms. This concept is illustrated in the schematic in 
Fig. 5 where the net charges of three peptide carbons (C19, 
C24 and C29) are used to create a combined range of data. 
We expect overlap in the values that these net charges take 
as the atoms C19, C24 and C29 are all peptide carbons and 
chemically similar. Indeed, all peptide carbons continue the 
observed trends. These atoms’ charge values largely over-
lap, their minimum values lying around 1.71–1.80 au and 
their maxima lying around 1.78–1.87 au.
The question is whether the three atom types suggested 
in Table 2 can be transferable within the context of kriging 
machine learning models. Certainly, due to the use of the 
atomic local frame (ALF), the local environments of atoms 
Table 2  Net atomic charge 
(au) data for each carbon in 
the deca-alanine helix. There 
are three classes of carbons: 
Cα (alpha), Cβ (side chain) and 
C(=O) (peptide)
Atom Min charge Max charge Charge range Mean charge MPE Atom type
2 0.19 0.28 0.09 0.23 2.7 Side chain
3 0.55 0.67 0.12 0.60 1.0 Alpha
4 1.71 1.78 0.07 1.75 1.8 Peptide
7 0.19 0.27 0.08 0.23 2.5 Side chain
8 0.54 0.63 0.10 0.58 1.9 Alpha
9 1.76 1.84 0.08 1.80 2.2 Peptide
12 0.19 0.27 0.08 0.23 8.3 Side chain
13 0.56 0.64 0.08 0.59 2.2 Alpha
14 1.75 1.84 0.08 1.79 2.0 Peptide
17 0.18 0.28 0.10 0.23 1.4 Side chain
18 0.53 0.62 0.09 0.58 2.3 Alpha
19 1.76 1.84 0.08 1.80 2.1 Peptide
22 0.18 0.27 0.09 0.23 2.7 Side chain
23 0.54 0.61 0.06 0.58 1.8 Alpha
24 1.77 1.85 0.08 1.81 2.2 Peptide
27 0.18 0.27 0.09 0.22 2.7 Side chain
28 0.56 0.65 0.09 0.60 2.1 Alpha
29 1.74 1.81 0.07 1.77 2.4 Peptide
32 0.19 0.27 0.08 0.23 1.4 Side chain
33 0.59 0.65 0.09 0.60 2.0 Alpha
34 1.77 1.85 0.08 1.81 1.7 Peptide
37 0.18 0.28 0.10 0.24 2.1 Side chain
38 0.54 0.62 0.08 0.58 2.5 Alpha
39 1.78 1.85 0.07 1.81 1.5 Peptide
42 0.19 0.27 0.08 0.24 2.5 Side chain
43 0.55 0.62 0.07 0.58 2.3 Alpha
44 1.75 1.82 0.08 1.79 1.7 Peptide
47 0.18 0.27 0.09 0.23 1.3 Side chain
48 0.60 0.69 0.09 0.65 2.0 Alpha
49 1.80 1.87 0.07 1.84 2.6 Peptide
Fig. 5  Schematic representation for overlap of charge values for 
three carbon atoms of the same atom type. More overlap is encour-
aged as it implies the contributing atoms are more similar to one 
another. Conversely, less overlap is useful as it gives an increased 
range that this shared model can predict for. Note that atoms are 
given as examples of atoms that are similar and should have some 
overlap in their charge values
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can be generalised to transferable units. In a REGULAR 
data set, an atom’s position is described using a full geo-
metric description of the molecule, but this description can 
be curtailed to a local description, resulting in a REDUCED 
data set. For example, the first feature in a training set is 
always the distance between the origin atom (whose krig-
ing model is being made) and its highest priority neighbour, 
defined by Cahn–Ingold–Prelog priority rules. For peptide 
carbons, this first feature is the C=O bond distance, regard-
less of whether this is the C14–O15 bond or the C34–O35 
bond. Hence, the training sets of C14 and C34 share this 
feature, locally. In a helix of 10 repeated alanine residues, 
some local features in a single alanine residue could be 
generalised to nine other residues. As an example of this 
proof of concept, we select four peptide carbons atoms, i.e. 
C19, C24, C29, C34, (from alanine residues 4, 5, 6, 7 if 
counting from the N terminus). Note that these atoms were 
manually selected, but the layout of the data in Table 2 is 
indicative of how they would be automatically selected in 
the future. Atoms with similar local chemical environments 
that share overlapping charge ranges and features could be 
considered as the same ‘type’ by an automated procedure. 
These carbons will share training data of their local geom-
etries. We deliberately selected residues in the middle of 
the helix in order to avoid edge effects caused by proximity 
to the helix termini. The local chemical environment and 
related features for the four peptide carbons are illustrated 
in Fig. 6.
In order to create a “SHARED” kriging model (that is, 
one trained with and predicting for multiple atoms, Fig. 2), 
each atom must be described by the same set of features, 
applied locally, and one such scheme is suggested in Fig. 6. 
The reduction in features is accomplished at the discretion 
of the user and is based here on chemical intuition only. We 
have assumed the need to describe the local non-hydrogen 
atoms and the nearby hydrogens with considerable net 
charge, especially those involved in hydrogen bonds. The 
letter scheme seen in Fig. 5 can be placed on each alanine 
residue in the helix by replacing the lettered atoms with the 
numbers of Fig. 3. This local environment is the basis of a 
REDUCED model, and similar schemes have been applied 
to other heavy atoms in alanine residues 4, 5, 6 and 7. The 
result of these schemes are REDUCED training sets and 
kriging models for peptide carbons, α-carbons, side-chain 
carbons, peptide nitrogens and peptide oxygens.
The elimination of features introduces additional prediction 
error due to the model having a coarser description of the total 
molecular geometry. Figure 7 shows the representative exam-
ple of REGULAR and REDUCED models for the net charge 
(Q00) of atom C18. Surprisingly, a reduction in features leads 
to a better model as evidenced by lower predictions errors.
It is a common theme in machine learning that the inclu-
sion of too many features can lead to lower prediction 
accuracy, known as ‘over fitting’. In the case of the alpha 
carbon C18, prediction accuracy is improved (or rather, 
error is reduced) by 25 % through a reduction in the num-
ber of features and increasing the training set size further 
improves this accuracy. It is not, however, guaranteed that 
every model is improved through feature reduction, but a 
close quantitative agreement between REGULAR and 
REDUCED sets can be assumed given that all errors are 
below 2 % MPE. It is pleasantly surprising that so little pre-
diction accuracy is sacrificed for a large reduction in model 
size. Meanwhile, the local environments in the REDUCED 
Fig. 6  Peptide carbon’s (atom A) local environment shown as a 
cut-out section of the deca-alanine helix. B and Y are peptide nitro-
gens, C is a side-chain carbon, D is an α-carbon, while E, F and G 
are hydrogens. The local environment of atom A includes atoms 
that define its ALF (atoms X and Y). Other local atoms (B–G) are 
described by spherical polar coordinates with respect to the ALF on A Fig. 7  S-curves for predictions of the net charge of the Cα carbon 
C18. REDUCED training sets with different numbers of training 
examples are compared to the best (largest) training set of the REGU-
LAR kriging models
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sets can be applied to atoms of the same type throughout 
the helix, which is the essence of an atom type in QCTFF.
3.3  SHARED data sets
We have defined atoms that can share a training set, and 
we have reduced the number of features to describe only 
the local geometry. It is now the task to select atoms within 
the helix to trial a SHARED data set. A SHARED data 
set should give a kriging model that predicts for all atoms 
that are used to create the model. Thus, the SHARED data 
set is more generally applicable than a REGULAR or 
REDUCED data set. The SHARED kriging models are, 
however, not yet proof of concept for transferability as they 
have direct knowledge of the atoms they are attempting to 
predict.
A SHARED data set can be constructed merely by com-
bining data from many REDUCED data sets for atoms of 
the same type. For example, C18 and C23 REDUCED data 
sets can be mixed as they are both α-carbons and thus have 
similar local geometries. The resulting SHARED data set 
can train a SHARED kriging model that can predict for 
both atoms. In our case, we have determined four atoms to 
share a data set (and model) for each atom type, listed in 
Table 3. A key benefit of a SHARED model is in the CPU 
time saving for training kriging models. The time saving is 
manifold:
•	 Only one model needs to be trained for the nitrogen 
atoms that share the model.
•	 A reduced number of features means a problem of lower 
complexity for the kriging machine learning, meaning 
faster training times.
•	 A single geometry can be used for many training exam-
ples as atoms within geometry can share a kriging 
model. Hence, fewer geometries are required for the 
same number of training examples.
This time saving is detailed in Table 3 and shows a 
dramatic improvement going from REGULAR data sets 
to SHARED data sets. Training times can be reduced by 
approximately 23× (and even up to 48× in some cases) at 
the cost of some prediction accuracy. Each atom type has a 
single SHARED data set comprised of data for four atoms 
of the same type and tested against one of those atoms. It 
is important to note that although the tested atom belongs 
to the set of trained atoms, the molecular geometries from 
which the tested atoms originate are not included in the 
training data. The severity of the incurred error can be 
interpreted in different ways: the MPE can almost double 
in some cases, but the original (REGULAR) MPE values 
are so low that this increase in error does not cause a sig-
nificant change in prediction accuracy.
Note that Table 3 includes errors for predictions of mon-
opole, dipole and quadrupole moments for both SHARED 
and REGULAR data sets. Hence, MPE values are not 
equal to those found in Table 1, which only included net 
charges. It is common for the higher rank moments to be 
more difficult to predict, but they do contribute less to the 
total electrostatic energy and so their increased MPE is less 
significant. Furthermore, faster training times allow larger 
training sets that could help offset this additional error. 
Although not all listed in Table 3, REDUCED, SHARED 
and TRANSFERRED sets have identical training times per 
model due to having an identical number of features. Note 
that fewer models are required with shared and transferred 
sets, however. In summary, SHARED models pay for their 
increased generality with a prediction error penalty. The 
penalty is small enough that dramatic savings of CPU time 
make the SHARED models worthwhile. In addition to this 
advantage, the SHARED models are an important step 
towards the practical use of transferability.
3.4  MISMATCHED data sets
It is important to contrast the SHARED data sets with 
MISMATCHED data sets. A MISMATCHED data set uses 
a single atom for prediction and a different atom for test-
ing on. Although the two atoms are of the same type in a 
MISMATCHED set, no data for the test atom exists in the 
Table 3  Training times and mean percentage errors (MPEs) of SHARED and REGULAR data sets for the first nine moments of each atom type
Each atom type includes four atoms from the helix, numbered according to Fig. 3. For each atom type, the parenthesized atom is the one trained 
for and predicted in the REGULAR set and the one predicted in the SHARED set
Atom type SHARED atoms REGULAR CPU training time 
(min)
REGULAR MPE SHARED CPU training time 
(min)
SHARED MPE
Peptide nitrogen 16, 21, 26, 31 1801 4.3 77 5.6
Side-chain carbon 17, 22, 27, 32 1340 1.6 80 2.3
Alpha carbon 18, 23, 28, 33 1605 1.9 33 3.5
Peptide carbon 19, 24, 29, 34 1815 5.5 87 9.2
Peptide oxygen 20, 25, 30, 35 1950 1.8 69 3.3
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training data. Hence, the test atom should be predicted with 
higher prediction error than in the SHARED data set, in 
spite of the SHARED model having increased generality. 
If a MISMATCHED kriging model has the same predictive 
power as a SHARED model, then kriging models are inher-
ently transferable with no further effort, and there would be 
no advantage to SHARED or indeed TRANSFERRED sets 
(defined in Fig. 2).
Given that nitrogen atoms normally have moments of 
high magnitude and are usually difficult to predict, N21 
is chosen as an example to demonstrate this. Figure 8 
presents the prediction errors of its first nine moments 
(1 + 3 + 5 = 9, up to quadrupole moment). Three data 
sets are compared: REGULAR, SHARED and MIS-
MATCHED. They are most simply contrasted by viewing 
the red horizontal bars, giving each set’s mean error across 
all moments. The MISMATCHED data training set shows 
that predictions are generally poor when a training set has 
no knowledge at all of the atom it is attempting to predict 
moments for, giving over 20 % error for many moments. 
Although significantly worse than other prediction errors, 
the MISMATCHED set still potentially presents a useful 
prediction. As expected, the REGULAR training set, spe-
cific to the atom it predicts for, gives by far the best predic-
tions with most errors ranging between 2 and 4 % MPE. 
The SHARED training sets (5.6 % mean error) perform 
more akin to a REGULAR training set (4.3 % mean error) 
than a MISMATCHED set (14 % mean error).
A common cause of poor predictions can occur when 
test data lie outside of the training set or when the train-
ing set includes some ‘bad’ data (i.e. the integration error 
remains stubbornly high). A SHARED training set can off-
set both of these issues by taking training data from mul-
tiple sources, thus allowing for a larger model range and 
more training examples. When filtering examples due to 
high integration error, a larger stock of examples allows 
for stricter filtering criteria. We can conclude that the 
SHARED models are much better suited to the prediction 
of multiple atoms than a MISMATCHED model is. Hence, 
it is worth constructing a SHARED model if we wish to 
avoid constructing a kriging model for every atom in a 
molecule.
3.5  TRANSFERRED data sets
The final step towards proof of concept for the transferable 
kriging models involves the creation of a TRANSFERRED 
data set by replacing the test data in a SHARED data set 
with that of another atom. This pooling of data could be 
seen as analogous to selecting examples from a database 
in order to build a model suited to your system of interest. 
The new test atom should be the same atom type that the 
SHARED data set is composed of. However, the new test 
atom should also not be part of the SHARED training set 
(see Fig. 2: there is no H4 in the blue training sets). Thus, 
we are predicting for an atom in an alanine unit that the 
machine learning has no knowledge of. More precisely, the 
machine learning has knowledge of alanine units 4, 5, 6, 7 
(if counting from the N terminus), and we now use the same 
models to predict the multipole moments of atoms in the 
eighth unit. The TRANSFERRED data set could mean the 
creation of a large ‘master’ model that contains many atoms 
(of equivalent type) in the training data and would remain 
generally applicable through sharing data of many atoms of 
the same type. This ‘master’ model could then be applied to 
other atoms of the same type, using its increased generality 
to predict atomic multipole moments for which no training 
data exists. Here, we present five TRANSFERRED data 
Fig. 8  MPEs for the net charge 
(green), dipole (yellow) and 
quadrupole (blue) moments of 
N21 in the Ala10 helix. REG 
(REGULAR) data sets are 
trained using N21’s training 
set. SHR (SHARED) sets are 
trained using training sets made 
up of the data of N21, N26, 
N31 and N36’s with reduced 
features. MISMATCHED (MIS) 
sets are trained using N31’s 
REDUCED data set without 
knowledge of N21
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sets. The five SHARED kriging models are tested on an 
alanine residue within the helix for which the models have 
no data. The predicted atoms in the TRANSFERRED data 
sets are atoms N36, C37, C38, C39, O40 (N, Cα, Cβ, pep-
tide C and O respectively, see Fig. 3), constituting a single 
alanine residue within the helix (residue 8 if counting from 
the N terminus). The MPEs for each TRANSFERRED data 
set are given in Fig. 9 and contrasted with SHARED pre-
diction errors.
It is to be expected that TRANSFERRED data set pre-
dictions incur a penalty in accuracy over the SHARED data 
sets but remain more accurate than a MISMATCHED data 
set. The MPEs for SHARED data set predictions are low at 
3.9 % for all nine moments shown, although they show sig-
nificant differences between atoms. Peptide nitrogen atoms 
tend towards being the most difficult to predict and side-
chain carbons being the simplest. The TRANSFERRED 
data set prediction errors tend to be significantly higher 
than the SHARED data set errors at 5.7 % MPE on average, 
as was expected. The peptide nitrogen predictions from 
the SHARED set give 5.6 % mean MPE across all shown 
moments, which are similar to the TRANSFERRED set’s 
7.1 % mean MPE. For the same atom, the MISMATCHED 
data set gives a prediction of 14 % mean PME. The differ-
ence between the TRANSFERRED and MISMATCHED 
nitrogen prediction errors shows that building a generalised 
kriging model is better than attempting to directly predict 
one atom with another atom’s model, even if the two atoms 
are similar.
In the SHARED data sets, all atom types have simi-
lar predictions but in the TRANSFERRED data set there 
are some clear outliers. The model for moment Q21s of 
the peptide oxygen is the most obvious outlier, which 
has a prediction accuracy significantly worse than all 
other models. Peptide nitrogen, peptide carbon and pep-
tide oxygen generally present a much more challenging 
transferability problem than the side-chain carbons and 
alpha carbons, perhaps due to the large magnitude of their 
moments. In fact, the side-chain carbon has excellent 
(>2 % PME) errors in all SHARED and TRANSFERRED 
sets and represents a highly transferable atom that can be 
learned from. In spite of fluctuations, most or all of the 
transferable models built are practically useful and 50 % 
of the models give a MPE of below 5 %, and are accurate 
to within 1 % of a moment’s absolute value. Again, we 
have paid a small penalty in terms of prediction accuracy 
but added large amounts of functionality to the QCTFF 
method in the process. TRANSFERRED data sets use 
working, transferable kriging models that can potentially 
describe any atom of the same type. These transferable 
kriging models are a proof of concept for transferability 
within QCTFF.
4  Conclusions
We have presented the first example of transferable kriging 
models in the QCTFF force field and completed a proof of 
concept for transferable multipole moment predictions car-
ried out by machine learning. A REGULAR kriging model 
has full knowledge of the molecular geometry, but by only 
describing an atom’s local chemical environment, we can 
reduce a model’s size to a local description of the geometry 
consequently allowing multiple atoms to share a model. 
When the SHARED kriging models attempt to predict 
an atom they have no direct knowledge of, the result is a 
TRANSFERRED data set. The transferable models require 
no large alteration to the QCTFF process described in ear-
lier publications and in most cases give close agreement in 
accuracy to the non-transferable models. Although errors 
are incurred for both the increased generality of a model 
(1.3 % mean error above a REGULAR model) and its 
application to an unknown atom (2.8 % mean error above a 
REGULAR model), these errors remain low for the major-
ity of transferable models. It is astounding that such excel-
lent models can be made avoiding the typical ‘fine-tuning’ 
of the entrenched architecture of popular force fields in 
order to attain quality model accuracy and this leaves much 
room for improvement, especially for the few models that 
fail to give good predictions. Only through studying the 
data sets and determining what makes one models better 
suited towards transferability than another can we learn to 
create transferable models for all atoms. Hydrogen atoms 
have been neglected for the sake of simplicity but should be 
included in future studies of this type.
Fig. 9  MPEs for all ‘shared’ and ‘transferred’ moment predictions. 
Two sets of predictions are given, one using SHARED data sets (blue 
background) and one using TRANSFERRED data sets (red back-
ground). An orange line maps the mean error for all predictions of 
each moment, over all atom types. Atoms predicted in the ‘Transfer’ 
set are given in brackets the legend
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The saving of CPU time in moving to REDUCED and 
SHARED kriging models is highly significant with training 
times being a factor of 23 shorter in most cases and war-
rants further investigation even disregarding the goal of 
transferability.
This proof-of-concept work provides a vital bridge into 
the future of QCTFF as we move development towards 
larger biological and condensed phase systems. For the 
future of QCTFF, REDUCED kriging models means that 
fewer calculations are required per model and potentially 
better predictions through a simplified feature space. The 
SHARED kriging models mean that fewer models need 
be made as atoms can share a model. When applied to 
other atoms, the SHARED models (now termed TRANS-
FERRED models) are actually transferable and allow 
QCTFF to be applied to a broad range of biological mol-
ecules and systems. Large molecules can potentially have 
accurate multipole moment predictions based on kriging 
models made using smaller molecules, thus unlocking 
the potential for extended biological systems to be inves-
tigated. Meanwhile, work is continuously underway to 
deliver faster, more accurate kriging models.
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